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   Character-Plot-Setting 
 

Track 4

Ok, class. Today what we're gonna go over is 
character, plot, and setting. And do you guys 
know what these three things go to? 
Yeah that’s right. It goes to a story. And we need 
these three things to put together a story. So 
we're gonna go through each one in detail. Okay. 
You guys ready? Lets go! 
 
Verse 1 
Now when you’re thinking about  
How to write a story  
There are a couple things  
That you really need  
Now first you gotta have a character, uh  
Now she could be a hero  
Or he could be a zero  
Who started out a loser  
And then became a winner 
He could be big  
Or she could be thinner 
None of these are wrong or right  
It’s up to you to describe  
It’s your story  
Be you when you write  
You gotta get creative 
Artistic when you make this  
Up in your mind  
Run it through a couple times  
What is it about your character that makes 
People wanna read your story?  
Is it the glory  
Or tragedy that the person goes through?  
Who’s to say it’s up to you, to choose yeah  
And when you do it’ll tie it all in  
Cuz choosing the right character  
Is where it all begins 
 
Chorus 
Ooh, La La La, La La La 
Get your character, your plot 
Make it hot, ‘til you got 'em saying 
Ooh, La La La, La La La 
Keep it cool when you write 
Make it tight, ‘til you got 'em saying 
Ooh, La La La, La La La, ah, ah, ah 
Getting A's up in class like you bad 
Cuz you got 'em saying 
Ooh, La La La, La La La 
And don't forget where you’re headed 
Cuz it's all about the setting 
 
 
 

Verse 2 
The next thing to jot down is your plot now  
This is where you’re gonna 
Make your story hot now  
Cuz see the plot is a series of events 
That makes up the story  
The beginning, middle, and end 
What’s the main thing  
You want your story to portray?  
You gotta have a purpose  
Or a moral to display  
For example, painting a picture of love  
Love, love makes a reader reminisce  
They’re drawn into your story  
Cuz they relate to this  
And making them relate  
Is what makes your story great  
Cuz people love the feeling 
Of when they understand 
What a person is going through  
And now you got a fan  
Who’s all into your story  
And just can’t put it down 
This is simply from the plot  
Now one more step to go 
And your story is complete  
Let’s take a minute to groove to the beat, hey 
 
Repeat Chorus  
 
Verse 3 
The last thing I wanna teach you is setting  
But I hope you’re getting the bigger picture here 
Cuz a story doesn’t drop in your lap outta thin air 
Trust me, take it from me, cuz I’ve been there 
Trynna write a story  
And something just doesn’t fit 
So the things that I’m teaching you  
You don’t wanna forget  
Your setting is something  
That may seem rather small 
But it’s very important cuz it intertwines it all 
Cuz it puts everything in its rightful place 
Setting is the time, setting is the place 
Setting is the thing that makes everything relate 
Does the story take place in Europe or U.S.A.? 
In the summer or the winter?  
Does it really matter? 
Does the weather affect the things 
That happen to your character?  
I’m saying does it matter what city  
The person lives in or not? 
Can you think of a story? Give it a shot, uh 

 
 


